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A Theorem of Fritz John in Complex Programming 
Fritz John’s theorem f 1, 2: states that if x0 is an optimal solution to 
t f le problem : 
minimize id-4 9
ZLifi(.t.“) == ~,, i = 1 ) . . . ) ~32, 
26, > 0, i = 0, 1,. . . , m. 
I’lw purpose of this note is to give a complex version of Fritz John’s 
theorem. This is done in two ways. The first methrjd invokes the cor- 
responding results of Fritz John’s theorem in real space, and the second 
nw:hod adopts an approach that coincides for the real space with that 
ckveloped by Abadie 131. With the help of a certain regularity condition 
it is shown that the I<uhn-Tucker theorem 51 in complex space -41 is a 
simple consequence of Fritz . ~ohn’s theorcni in comple?c space. 
2. NOTATIONS ANI, PRELIMINARIES 
1: - a field, here either 
K - the real field, or 
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c - the 
,P - the 
Cmxn - the 
complex field. 
*6-dimensional vector space over F. 
nz x rt complex matrices. 
For any A = (a,,) E CwbXn, 
A’ Z (Zij) - the conjugate, 
AT z (aji) - the transpose, 
AH _=.fT - the conjugate transpose. 
‘For 2 = (q) E C”, ze: E CT2 
(2, w) E WHZ - the inner product of z and w. 
Re z zz (Re z,) E Kn - the real part. 
Imz =r (Im zi) cz P - the imaginary part. 
arg z E (arg n,) - the argument of z. 
a E (Q) E Rn is a constant vector such that 0 < ai < n/2 for each i. 
Arguments of complex numbers are restricted to the interval [- n, n_). 
The complex number 0 will be assigned the zero argument. By larg z[ < Q 
we mean farg z~[ < ai for all i. By iarg ZI < a, we mean /arg zil < ai for 
each ai # 0 and farg .zil = oci for each ai = 0. 
Let f&z) be a complex function such that fi (z) = &(zR, z,) where 
2= xR + iz,. If we substitute zR = f (zi + z2) and .q = ( 1/2i)(zf - z2) in 
&(zR, q), we get a complex function 32i(z1, x2) of 2n complex variables 
9, z2. The function. k&r, 3) will only be evaluated at points for which 
-- 
(zl, z2) = (.fl, M -3 ) for some z* E Cn in which case zR = #fl -+ z*) = zIto and 
ZI = (l/%)(zQ --3) = q? 
Thus for z* E CR, we have 
__._ 
f&q = F,(%,*“, z,o) = kl(ZO, ZO). 
Further /i(z) is said to be analytc in its 2~8 complex variables at z” E P 
if l”i(P, z2) is analytic at (z*, 3) E C2Y We write 
‘J&x following results may be easily verified [_4j 
i.e., in vector notation 
Let f(z) = [fl (z), . . . , f.&z)‘~T be analytic in its 212 complex variables 
at 9 E Cn, then 
Wf(zO) = Ew(~*)3 5 
DzHfk+) = fD,j(9)yc 
3 TIQE PROBLEM AND PREREQUISiTE 
Consider the following programming problem :
minimize Re fo(4 
subject to larg f&) f < ai, i E rv s ( 1 , . . . , .1x) (34 
where fo: Cn - C: and each f i : C” -+ C are analytic in 2~1 complex variables 
at the optimal solution ,70 E Cn of the given problem. 
Let us define the sets of indices 
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Further Iet 
A&” = {i E iv, : f&“) = 0). 
where Q cannot be zero in the sense of the notation introduced in Sec. 2 
above. 
A variant of the complex transposition theorem [6, 7, S] will play a 
crucial role in the subsequent development which we produce here for 
convenience. 
LEMMA 1. The system 
ReAz>O, . larg Azl C 11, 
Re zwl # 0, 
has non*e. 
P-roof * The proof follows from Theorem 3 /7] by taking R = C = 0. 1 
PI@. Refer to [9] or [IO]. n 
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c-l (3 > .& 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Proof. The hypothesis guarantees that (z,,O, Q) is an qtimal soiution 
to the following problem :
?A S denote the set of all (zR, sI) r;uch that 
(3.6) 
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Re F,( zRo, q”) - Re FO(xR, z,) = 0, 
tan ai Re F&z,, 2,) +- Im Fi(zB, 2,) = 0 
I tan ai Re Fi(zR, z,) - 11~1 F&a, ~1) = 0 
i E iwp, 
Re I;&+, 2,) = 0, i Es A&“, 
Re Fi(zR, a,) = 0, 2’ E iwJ”, 
Also the system 
Re F&Q, z,) > 0, i E Mao, 
has no solution in S, otherwise some (4 bK, &) E S sntisfying the latter systclll 
would contradict that (z,“, x,O) is a minimizing solution of Eq. (3.5). 
‘Hence it follows from Lemma 1 [llj that the following system 
17,, Re Foot + Gi,, Re F$w c 0, 
tan q( V,, Re Fiov + c?,, Re Fio2pI) + L’,_T Im F+ + C7 ZI Im &+QJ > 01 
tana& V,, Re Ftz --j- G’,, Re F&l) - V,, Im F& - P,, Im F,Oze, > Of 
iEM,“, 
I 
P,, Re F,Ov + V’,, Re Ftw > 0, i E M,“, 
c’,, Re Fiov -/- V,, Im F,OW = 0, 
has no solution provided Vzx,zl Im &““, 2’ E M, are linearly indepencl- 
ent. 
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4. FRITZ JOHN’S THEOREM AXI., OTHER RES’,rJ,T1; 
Refzc,, f&"j] = 0, i E AI’, (4.4) 
Uroof. The problem in Eq. (4.1 j is seen to be equivalent to tire folkw- 
ing problem in real space: 
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minimize Re hh~ 2,) 
subject to tan QC~ Re Fi(zR, z,) + Im I&, zI) > 0 
tan ai Re F&R, 2,) - Im .Fi(Z& 2,) >, 0 
iEM,, 
Re Fi(zR, zI) > 03 iEM2, 
According to Fritz John’s theorem [I, 111 there exist scalars 
all not zero such that 
and 
6i Im Fp = 0, i E itIs. 
Equation (4.6) is equivalent to the following system: 
(4.10) 
C
 
;y
p
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and 
/ax-g ui] .< n/2, 1: E Mu. (4 lfq . 
It then follows from Eqs. (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18) and the definition of 
sets &Ii that 
jarg f&it < n/2 - ai, iEM. 
The equations in (4.11) and (4.12) are seen, after some algebra, 
real and the imaginary parts of 
to be the 
Suppose Re( Eo, u) = 0, it follows from Eqs. (4X3), (4.14)‘ and (4.15) that 
all the scalars &, *Ii, i E &I,, li, i E ,312; ,pi, i E MS vanish. AS all the 
scalars involved in Eq. (4.6) are not zero, therefore Si # 0 for some i E M,. 
Thus 2ci # 0 for some i E Ms. The conditions in Eq. (4.5) are thus estab- 
lished. 
The condition (4.4) will be discussed for the tk=ee cases accordingly 
as the index k belongs to the sets Ml, &, or &Z3. 
k E Ml =r> !arg ukl < ($2) - ak, 0 < ak < .7d/% 
Hence, 
= (& + Q) tan x1: Re F,O i- (&. -- Q.) Im F,8 
where the third equality is obtaim d on using Eq. (4.13) and the last result 
follows from Eq. (4.7). 
Relu,, fk(9)j = uRk Re F$ + ulR h &? 
z lk Re I;,0 = 0, 
follows from 15~. (4.14) and (4.8). 
where the relations (4.15)) (4.9)) and (4.10) are used to arrive at tllc result. 
l lXs completes the proof of the theorem. H 
Before proceeding further we note the following: If k E ~1, _ ,\ll(~, 
tan tik Re F,O -j- Im FkU > 0, 
tan ax: Re F,O --- Im I;,” > 11. 
and Eq. (4.8) yields jLk = 0. Thus uI; = 0 for k E dl, - .‘if,fl, Similarl\v w 
k E i-If, - M,O =S Re I;,” > 0 =) pk = 0 where the last statement follows, 
frsm Eq. (4.9). Thus zck = i,ul, for k E Rf, - 3&so. 
,4 simple proof of the abet-e Fritz John’s theorem in complex space 
can be given as follows. 
CASE 1. VzR*+ Im FI:(l, I: E ;IA~ are linearly dependent. TIlerc exist 
scalars rf’, all not zero, such that 
If we now define the vector zc E C”’ as follows: 
‘l‘t~e conclusions of Fritz John’s theorem hold for the vector definA in 
Eq. (4.31) and to = 0. To see this WC note that Eq. (4.2) reduces to 
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where the last results follows on using Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20). The condition 
(4.3) is evidently satisfied by our definition of the vector G in Eq. (4.21). 
The condition (4.4) need to be proved for k E 111,. 
= Re(- iyko)(Re Fka -/- 1: .[m &o), 
= ykQ Im FkO = 0, 
where we have used the fact that Im Fko = 0, k E hl,, in arriving at the 
last result. The condition (4.5) is satisfied since all the scalars r? are not 
zero, This completes the proof for case 1. 
CASE 2. b’, zK,zl lm Fio, i E M, are linearly independent. Suppose the 
conclusion of the Theorem 1 is false; then the following system has. nc, 
solution. 
has no solution otherwise the solut iw of the above system with tik = 0 
for k E & (Mi - Mjo) would +OW that the conclusions of Theorem 1 
does hold. It follows from Lemma I that the following system has ;2. 
solution. 
This contradicts Lemma. 3, and hence the proc,f is wmpletc. 
Following Abadie 131 WC can say that I+) E I’:” satisfies the regularit! 
condition for the system 
jarg fj(z) 1 < Qi, i E M, 
if there exists a solution E E P for the following systtm : 
w linearly independent. 
The next theorem asserts th;lt the above regularity wnditiw is 
sufficient for the ICuhn-Tucker necessary optimalitv conditions in thr: 1 . 
complex space F4-/. 
Praof. The hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied, therefore there 
exists a nonnegative scalar to and a complex vector zb E P satisfying 
Eqs. (4.2)-(4.5). Assume to = 0, we shall first show that Rc(u) = 0 is not 
possible. In case Re(zd) = 0, it immediately follows that + = 0 for 
k E 34, U MC on using Eq. (4.3). Moreover f.ik = iu,, for k E lb&. Thus 
the condition (4.2) yields 
Hence, 
which implies ttlk = 0 for k E M, on account of the fact that P’Zlr’,zI Im F,,.“, 
k E M,, are linearly independent. But this contdicts ttw ct_mditi(:r~ 
ui # 0 for some i E Ma in Eel. (4.5). f-ience, Ke(+ # 0. Therefore our 
assumption that &, = 0 shows that the system 
I: t has been already remarked at the end of the proof of ‘l‘heorenl I 
that Mk. 2Z 0 for K E U;=_l (LWj - ilfj’)* Therefore the followinFi; system 
has a nonzero solution. 
Application of Lemma I shows that the following st’stern has no _ 
lising Lemma 2 we find that the following system : 
k no solution which contradicts the given hypothesis. Hence & > 
in Theorem 1. The conclusions of Theorem 2 now follow from Theorem 
by setting aci = fo75. 
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